Pen Loop is a global program

Bridging tech and policy innovation

Primary goal?
Develop evidence-based policies around emerging technologies

Why?
Because AI poses unique challenges due to its novelty, technical complexity, and rapid pace of development; and because AI raises critically important questions around fairness, transparency, and accountability.

New ways of doing things
Collaborative and experimental governance are key attributes of the program

Legislation must be innovative
Our endgame is to inform rule-making by creating a better understanding of the interplay between technology and policy while unlocking new innovative ways to regulate AI.

Ur reach is global
Hello world...

Participants include future AI decision-makers
Governments  Tech businesses  Academia  Civil society

Seven clear benefits for your business
1. Build trust with users and the policy community
2. Be publicly acknowledged as an industry leader within responsible AI
3. Leverage the training tutorials, toolkits, mentorship and other resources provided by the Open Loop consortium
4. Reduce complexity and costs of implementing AI policy frameworks
5. Engage with a vibrant community of AI companies, including Facebook
6. Co-create operational AI governance together with policy makers
7. Discuss best practices and technical insights with industry peers

Read more about Open Loop on www.openloop.org